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Lesson: Using the Color Wheel to Establish Your Palette 
 
In this lesson, I will share how I developed my basic color choices in establishing the minimum 
color palette I like to use, and it is based on the organization of the classic color wheel, with the 
primary colors being: yellow, red, blue.   
 
We will also cover the importance of knowing how each paint pigment works, whether it is 
transparent or opaque.  And with the color wheel mixing exercise, we will learn how the 
different paint pigments interact when mixed together.  
 
Choose Your Paints Carefully 
 
The most important thing to consider when selecting paints is to select paints by their pigments, 
not by the name a manufacturer gives them.  Where it is possible use pure pigments only and 
avoid using “convenience” mixtures except for when the convenience mixture is replacing a 
pigment that is known for being fugitive (like PR83 alizarin crimson that is known to fade to 
brown).   
 
Avoid paint tubes with the word “hue” in the name, these are always less vibrant and when you 
mix them with other colors you will quickly learn that the paint is also not as strong in pigment 
density than a pure pigment color like cadmium yellow.  These paints may seem more 
inexpensive in the beginning but they actually require larger quantities of paint to accomplish the 
same affect that pure pigment paint would be able to achieve with less. 
 
Make a Point to Learn the Characteristics of Each Pigment in Your Palette 
 
Is the paint pigment transparent, semi-opaque, or opaque? 
Knowing if the paint you have on your palette is opaque or transparent, or a little bit of both is 
important because you can use those characteristics in deciding how to mix your paint, and also 
to plan for what affect you want.   
 
Begin to explore how opaques mix with other opaques, versus how opaques mix with transparent 
and semi-opaques.  I have found some pigments mix well with every type, but that others do not 
always do so.  This understanding only comes from experience with using the paints you have on 
your palette on a regular basis. 
 
Is the paint pigment staining or not? 
Knowing this helps you mix accurately.   
 
When working with a staining, strong pigment, like pthalo green, I will usually begin by starting 
with the weaker pigment, making a puddle on my palette.  Then I clean my brush off and dip it 
into the staining pigment, but instead of adding it immediately to my mixing pile, I will place 
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that daub of paint on the palette near my mixing pile to remove the majority of the staining 
pigment from my brush.  With the remaining amount of paint on my brush, I then add it to the 
mixing pile.  This way, I do not over power my mixing pile, and if I need more of the staining 
pigment, I will dip into the daub of paint laid down near the mixing pile to add to the mixture 
instead of going back to the main source of the paint on my palette.  This habit also helps in 
keeping my “main” painting piles clean while painting. 
 
 
The Classic Color Wheel and How it is Organized 
 

 
Color wheel attributed to be created by Goethe 
 
Knowing the color wheel and the way it is organized is the first step in becoming really adept at 
mixing paint pigments in an informed and reliable way.  The color wheel is not perfect, but it is a 
good way to establish an order of colors and to then begin learning to mix paint colors with 
experience and understanding of how paint pigments work and interact. 

 
The Primary Colors: 
 
The basic order of the color wheel starts with three primary 
colors, yellow, red, and blue 
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The Secondary Colors: 
 
When you mix any two primaries together you get three more 
colors, orange, violet, and green. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The tertiary colors: 
 
In theory, the tertiary colors are mixed by combining the 
neighboring primary and secondary colors, deriving an additional 
6 colors to round out the color wheel.  Or you can also create 
tertiary colors by mixing any two primaries in an uneven ratio of 
one part to two parts. 
 
 
 
 

 
The organization of the color wheel is a theoretical ordering of ideal colors and their 
relationships, however the pigments artists use that make up the different paint colors are 
anything but ideal.  Instead each paint pigment has its own personality quirks and attributes that 
affect the way it interacts with other paint pigments, that may or may not always resemble what 
the color wheel says should happen.   
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Sometimes a paint pigment in its pure, unmixed form embodies a near perfect match to its color 
on the color wheel, but when the paint pigment is mixed with another paint pigment, the 
resulting color may end up being a desaturated and muddy color.  So by experimenting with 
different colors available and making decisions of what paints you like working with, you begin 
to establish your working paint palette. 
 
Now it is time to apply these ideas to the reality of color mixing… 

Assignment: Make a Color Wheel with Your Paints 
There is no other exercise in my mind that so quickly teaches you how to mix oil paint and also 
gives you an understanding of how paints shift when mixed with other colors than making your 
own color wheel with the paints on your palette.   
 
As an artist, if you limit your paint choices to just three primaries, you have just limited yourself 
to having dull secondary and tertiary color choices.  Because of this, I choose to work with a 
minimum of 12 paint colors.  I call this 12 color palette, a color wheel palette, one that has a 
selected color for each of the 12 places on a color wheel for each primary, secondary, and 
tertiary color.  This enables me to have the best selection of colors and the greatest versatility of 
color mixing options.   
 
Step 1: 
Start with either a blank white stretched canvas (min 16 x 16 inches) or a gessoed sheet of 
watercolor paper, or special paper for oil paintings.  And choose paints for each of the 12 
positions. 
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Paint Suggestions Per Position: 

1. Cadmium Lemon (PY35):opaque, cool yellow, slightly acidic and greenish in color. 
 

2. Cadmium Yellow Lt (PY35):  opaque, clear and bright yellow with a slight sense of 
warmth or Cadmium Yellow Med (PY35): opaque, strong and warm yellow, almost 
gold 

 
3. Cadmium Orange (PO20): opaque, a near perfect “orange” on the color wheel that 

tends to shift cool when mixed with white, and needs to be augmented with cad yellow 
med to maintain its warm, orange feeling as a tint.  Or Burnt Sienna (PR102) semi-
opaque, rich, warm earthy orange that mixes well with all other pigments, and dilutes 
well when used in glazes.  Not a pure orange, but because it mixes so well, a very 
valuable orange color to have in the palette or Cadmium Scarlett (PR108) opaque, rich, 
warm orange-red, a beautiful color that mixes well with other pigments. 

 
4. Cadmuim Red Med (PR108) opaque, an excellent medium red, when mixed with white 

stays pretty even, does not shift too cool. 
 

5. Permanent Rose (PV19) transparent, a quinacridone violet pigment, that is strong and 
clear, and makes lovely mid-tone pinks (See my Favorite Paint Mixtures: Permanent 
Rose blog post for more about this paint color) 

 
6. Permanent Alizarin Crimson (mixture of pigments depending on manufacturer to 

replace fugitive pigment PR83) transparent, strong and staining, cool red that mixes well 
with most colors.  (See my Favorite Paint Mixtures: Alizarin Crimson blog post for more 
about this paint color) 

 
7. Carbazole Dioxazine Purple (PV23) transparent, strong and staining, deep, rich purple.  

(See my Favorite Paint Mixtures: Dioxazine Purple blog post for more about this paint 
color) 

 
8. Ultramarine Blue (PB29) transparent, rich blue with hints of red.  Mixes well with other 

colors. 
 

9. Cobalt Blue (PB28) semi-opaque, rich middle blue, neither leaning warm or cool.  A 
wonderful pigment to adapt and shift by what you mix it with. 

 
10. Cobalt Turquoise (PB36) opaque, rich green-blue.  Being opaque it mixes well and 

creates some strong dynamic colors.  Or Cerulean Blue (PB35) semi-opaque, a beautiful 
green-blue that is soft in strength and mixes in a sublte manner due to its semi-opaque 
quality.  I use cerulean and cobalt turquoise interchangeably for color, but choose which 
paint to use depending on how strong I need it to be when interacting with other painting 
in my mixtures. 

http://www.elizabethfloyd.com/2013/04/23/favorite-paint-mixtures-permanent-rose-pv19/�
http://www.elizabethfloyd.com/2013/04/23/favorite-paint-mixtures-permanent-rose-pv19/�
http://www.elizabethfloyd.com/2013/03/04/favorite-paint-mixtures-permanent-alizarin-crimson/�
http://www.elizabethfloyd.com/2013/03/11/favorite-paint-mixtures-dioxazine-purple/�
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11. Pthalo Green (PG7) transparent and staining, rich cool green that tends towards an 

electric green when mixed with white.  Or Viridian (PG18) transparent, rich cool green, 
not as staining as pthalo green and very useful. 

 
12. Cad Green Pale (PY35, PG18) opaque, soft pale medium green. 

 
Step 2: Organizing the Color Wheel 
 
Begin with your support, and identify the center of the circle, for a 14” diameter circle, I like to 
have 15-16” to work within to allow for a large enough margin to write notes in with a pencil.  
From the center of the circle measure out and mark for the concentric circles, I like using 
radiuses of 1-3/4”, 2-3/4”, 3-1/2”, 4”, 5”, 5-1/2”, 6-1/2”, and 7” for the outermost circle.  (you 
can also print out this PDF to use as a template.) 

 
Using a compass, draw the circles in.  After the circles are drawn in, use a protractor to mark off 
every 30 degrees around the circle, giving you 12 distinct lines.  (or use the template and trace 
for the four quadrants of the circle) 
 

http://www.elizabethfloyd.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/color-wheel-exercise-template-sheet.pdf�
http://www.elizabethfloyd.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/color-wheel-exercise-template-sheet.pdf�
http://www.elizabethfloyd.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/color-wheel-exercise-template-sheet.pdf�
http://www.elizabethfloyd.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/color-wheel-exercise-template-sheet.pdf�
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Step 3: Placing the 12 Colors Around the Wheel 
 
Once you have the circle and 12 lines drawn in, place your pure paint colors in the 12 designated 
spots.   
 
For most of the pure paint colors, you can apply the paint in their designated spots straight out of 
the tube, however for the colors #6 Alizarin Crimson, #7 Dio Purple, and #8 Ultramarine Blue, 
you may want to add some white to the pure paints to shift the color more in line with the color 
wheel because these colors are so very dark and strong in their pure state.  This is especially true 
for Dio Purple, a color that appears black in its pure state, but when mixed with some white 
shifts to a bright and radiant purple. 
 
As the color mixtures get closer to mixing compliments together, the mixed color swatches shift 
towards the center of the color wheel.  These inner rings of mixed paint begin to lose their color 
saturation and become more and more dull, neutralizing the most with the complementary color 
mixtures. 
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Step 4: Mixing the Paint Mixtures 
 
Starting with one of the twelve colors (Cad Lemon) begin to make mixtures with each of the 
eleven other colors.  The diagram above illustrates the location of each mixture by the black 
rectangles, starting with Lemon Yellow as the primary color for each mixture and then mixing 
equally with each other color.  Follow the arrows to select which paint is mixed with Cad 
Lemon, and place it as identified with the black squares in the diagram.  The complementary 
color to Lemon Yellow, Dio Purple is mixed twice on each side of the wheel, so you can see how 
it coordinates with its neighboring color. 
 
Try to mix the colors as evenly as possible, using equal parts of paint for each mixture.  This is 
helpful because it will identify which colors are stronger than others and you will have it 
documented on your color wheel, to refer back to whenever you need this information.   
 
Go around the entire circle, working on one color at a time. 
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My color wheel using the following paints: 

1. Cad Lemon 
2. Cad Yellow Med 

3. Cad Scarlett 
4. Cad Red Med 

5. Permanent Rose 
6. Perm. Alizarin Crimson 

7. Dio Purple 
8. Ultramarine Blue 

9. Cobalt Blue 
10. Cobalt Turquoise 

11. Viridian 
12. Cad Green Lt 

 
Additional Thoughts and Comments 
 
After you complete this color wheel, hang it on your wall for quick reference.  For the first four 
years of painting, I had two color wheels made from a different set of colors on my studio wall, I 
would refer to these diagrams whenever I encountered a complicated color and was stumped.  
Often just glancing at the color wheels would be enough to help me out of a jam 
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I suggest doing this exercise several times, trying out all of the colors you have and are interested 
in using.  Another excellent color wheel exercise is to select only transparent colors and see how 
they mix together.  For such an exercise, I would use these colors: 

1. Transparent yellow (G) 
2. Indian Yellow (WN) 
3. Transparent Orange (G) 
4. Perylene Red (G) 
5. Permanent Rose 
6. Permanent Alizarin Crimson 
7. Dio Purple 
8. Ultramarine Blue or Prussian Blue 
9. Pthalo Blue 
10. Pthalo Teal 
11. Virdian or Pthalo Green 
12. Green Gold (WN) 

 
Helpful Links for Oil Color Attributes and Info: 

• Williamsburg Oil Color Chart 
• Blue Ridge Oil Colors 
• Winsor and Newton Oil Color Chart 

 

Organizing Your Paint Palette 
After going through the color wheel exercise, it is a good idea to always lay out your paints in 
the color continuum, with your whites along one side. 

 
How I would organize a twelve color palette 

 
This is a photo of how my current palette is organized, and it has been in constant use for over 
five years.  The good thing about always setting up your palette the same way is that soon the 

http://www.williamsburgoils.com/colorchart.php�
http://blueridgeartist.com/pages/products/oil-colors/reds.php�
http://www.winsornewton.com/products/oil-colours/artists-oil-colour/colour-chart/�
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paint locations are memorized and soon muscle memory begins to take over and in no time it 
becomes intuitive to locate any color on your palette. 

 
My current palette and all the paints I like to keep ready to use. 

 
Special Thanks… 
 
Before I switched over to oils as my primary medium, I mainly worked in watercolors.  And with 
my personality tending towards diving deep to learn and understand the medium, I was fortunate 
enough to find a helpful website dedicated to mastering the watercolor medium, Handprint.   
 
This color wheel exercise is something I learned about on the Handprint website when I was 
working in watercolors and I had completed several watercolor color wheels during that time.  
So when I switched to oils, I adapted this exercise to the oil medium.  I am indebted to Bruce 
McEvoy’s dedication to sharing his love of the watercolor medium with the world and helping 
me understand how important the pigment makeup is to the quality of the paint being used.  
 
This is something that affects all artists, no matter what medium they work in. 
 

http://handprint.com/HP/WCL/wmap.html�
http://handprint.com/HP/WCL/wmap.html�
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